
Gagle Brook Primary School – Year 2 Term 4 2021 

Big Question: What’s between the pages?   Once Upon A Time… 
With a focus on: English/DT 

    
 
 
 

Our subject focus this term is English and DT, and the big question is: 
‘What’s between the pages?’.  Starting on our hook days, the children will 
learn about the history of the book and will create their own books! 
 
We will be exploring sculpting in art, learning about different artists and 
creating our own pieces of art using sculpture techniques. In science we 
will be learning about living things and their habitats. Excitingly, we will 
have chick eggs arriving this term and the children will be able to look after 
them, hatch them and nurture the newly hatched chicks. Through our 
studies in religious education we will be learning all about the meaning of 
Easter for Christians. Our historical studies take us on a journey 
discovering the history of castles, including a look at William the 
Conqueror and Warwick Castle. We hope to have a class trip to Warwick 
Castle too! We will continue to develop our skills as writers and readers 
through our 3 phase approach.  
 
The children will take part in PE twice weekly on a Tuesday and 
Wednesday.  
 

Start of Topic: What’s Between the Pages? – 28th February 2022  
World Book Day - 3rd March 2022 

PSHE and Relationships/ /Zones of Regulation – 15th March 2022 
Parents Consultation Evening - 15th March and 16th March 2022 

Comic Relief –  18th March 2022 
Mother's Day Afternoon Tea - 2pm 24th March 2022 

Learning showcase 6th April at 2pm 
End of term 7th April 2022 At Gagle Brook, learning will be driven by:  

Knowledge & Skills Enquiring Minds Language Rich Values & One Planet Principles  

Our learning is carefully sequenced to ensure 
that the children consolidate the knowledge 
and skills previously learnt and new skills are 
carefully, steadily built upon in small, 
incremental steps. The children will take 
their learning deeper before covering new 
content.  
 
We use topic webs and knowledge 
organisers to map out knowledge and skills 
in our learning.  

We care about our learning and the 
children will demonstrate this through 
having enquiring minds and asking 
questions. There are no limits to curiosity, 
questioning and challenge, whether 
children are actively learning inside or in 
our extensive outdoor classroom 
environment whilst building resilience, 
independence and a ‘can do’ attitude.  

We will provide the children with a 
school environment which is rich in 
opportunities for exploring language 
and acquiring new language skills. Key 
vocabulary will be displayed in the 
classroom and children will make use 
of this within their learning. We will 
immerse children in high quality texts 
across the curriculum and continue 
our ‘Reading for Pleasure’ ethos. We 
will also surround them with language 
rich opportunities for dialogue, with a 
focus on back and forth 
communication. 
  

Our values and one planet principles sit at the heart of our school 
community. Each term we choose a key figure who represents our 
values and the children learn about them. This term the children will 
learn about Captain Tom Moore and what makes him a significant 
individual.  
 
Our Value this term is:  
Happiness 
 
Our Key Figure this term is: 
Captain Tom Moore 
 
Our One Planet Principles are:  
Culture and Community 
Health and Happiness 
 
 
 

Key vocabulary we will learn 

this term: 

 

 



Core Learning Skills As Successful Learners… Core Learning Skills 

English  

As successful learners we will 
continue to learn with others. 

 
We will be encouraged to feel 
safe in our learning and feel 

that “we can”. 
 

We will be involved in 
reviewing and improving our 

learning. 
 

We will be encouraged to have 
fun and enjoy our learning. 

 
“At the end of the day we shall 

all be OK again. The sun will 
shine on you again and the 

clouds will go away” 
 

Captain Sir Tom Moore 

As Historians… As Theologists… As Technologists… 

This term our core text is ‘Who’s afraid of the Big Bad Book?’ by 
Lauren Child. We will develop our stamina in writing, completing 
3 skills writes over a 2 week period and a phase 3 outcome, 
following our 3-phase approach. We will create a narrative as our 
final outcome.  
 
Within our 3-phase approach to writing we will focus on the 
following skills:  

− maintaining stamina over a sustained piece of writing 

− using subordination 

− using a variety of simple pronouns  

 
At Gagle Brook we emphasise the importance of reading widely 
and are passionate about reading. This term the children will 
explore a variety of texts linked to our core texts, giving 
contextual knowledge and developing their reading skills using 
‘Look, Clue, Think, Word.’   
 
We follow the Read, Write Inc Spelling and phonics programme in 
Year 2. The children receive a daily speed sound session to 
develop their fluency in reading. They also access review lessons 
in the afternoons to consolidate their understanding and 
knowledge of sounds. The children in Year 2 also access the Read, 
Write, Inc Spelling programme daily.  

Significant events, people and places in 

history 

We are learning: 

To develop an awareness of the past, using 

common words and phrases relating to the 

passing of time. 

 

To use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical 

terms. 

 

To know about the lives of significant individuals 

in the past who have contributed to national and 

international achievements. Some should be 

used to compare aspects of life in different 

periods. 

 

To know where the people and events they 

study fit within a chronological framework and 

identify similarities and differences between 

ways of life in different periods. 

 

To understand some of the ways in which we 

find out about the past and identify different 

ways in which it is represented. 
 

Key Questions 

Can we identify similarities and differences 

between ways of life in different periods? 

How were things different in the past? 

How can we use different sources of evidence 

to find out about the past? 

Easter and surprises 

We are learning:  

To understand beliefs and teachings. 

 

To understand practices and lifestyles. 

 

To understand how beliefs are conveyed. 

 

To reflect. 

 

To understand values. 

 

Knowledge: 

Palm Sunday 

Maundy Thursday 

Good Friday 

Surprises 

Easter Sunday 

How is Easter celebrated? 

 

We always begin our computing 

learning by discussing our SMART 

rules.  
Copyright: 
To explain simple guidance for using 

technology in different environments and 

settings. 

To say how those rules/guides can help me.  

To recognise that content on the internet 

may belong to other people. 

To describe why other people’s work 

belongs to them. 

 

Multimedia: 
To connect images with sounds. 

To use a computer to experiment with 

pitch and duration.  

To relate an idea to a piece of music. 

To  identify that music is a sequence of 

notes. 

To use a computer to create a musical 

pattern using 3 notes. 

To refine my musical pattern on a 

computer.  

To reopen work. 

To explain how I make my work better. 

To  listen to music and describe how it 

makes me feel. 
 

As Mathematicians… As Scientists… 

We begin the term by consolidating our understanding of place 

value through the use of number lines. The children will recognise 

2 digit numbers on a number line and will be able to estimate 

where their place on a number line is.  

 

We will build our understanding of multiplication through an 

understanding of the x2, x5 and x10 tables.  

 

Next the children will complete a unit on telling the time. This 

will include telling the time to: o’clock, half past, quarter past, 

quarter to, and 5 minute intervals.  

 

Finally the children will complete a unit of study on fractions.  

 
Through our regular maths meetings the children will further 

their understanding and eliminate misconceptions. They will also 

practise additive facts, multiplication and division facts, arithmetic 

and check prior learning has been embedded.  

 

In addition to this, the children will have regular opportunities for 

solving problems, including word problems.  
 
 

Working Scientifically 
We are learning:  
To work scientifically. 
 
To investigate, observe and record in a logical way. 
 
To engage safely in practical investigations or 
experiments. 

Living things and their habitats 
We are learning:  
To identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe how 

different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of animals and plants, and how 

they depend on each other 

 

To identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including microhabitats. 

 

To describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the idea of a 

simple food chain, and identify and name different sources of food 

PHSE 

Healthy Me 

 

Being Healthy 

Being Relaxed 

Medicine Safety 

Healthy Eating 

 

 

 

 

 

As Artists… As Athletes… As Musicians… 

Sculpture 
We are learning:  
To use tools and materials to carve, add shape, add 
texture and pattern. 
 
To develop cutting and joining skills, e.g. using wire, coils, 
slabs and slips. 
 

To use a variety of techniques, e.g. rolling, cutting, 

pinching; 

 

To use a variety of shapes, including lines and 

texture. 

 

To plan and design a sculpture. 

We are learning: 

To send and receive a ball.  

 

To use space within ball games.  

 

To follow an opponent in a game and win 

the ball sometimes.  

 

To intercept the ball and keep possession.  

 

To move our bodies to music with 

control. 

 

To perform dance movements with skill 

and control.   

We are learning:  

To perform musically. 

 

To listen with concentration. 

 

To experiment with sounds using the inter-

related dimensions of music. 

 

To describe music. 

 

We will also learn to play a tuned musical 

instrument as a whole class under the 

instruction of a trained music teacher from 

Oxfordshire County Music Service.  

Values for life 
The value for term 4 is: 

Happiness 
Our key figure this term is:  

Captain Tom Moore 
 



 


